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an explicit look into the world of porn from a woman who was a superstar in the industry small aka
ashley blue weaves through the intricacies of a decade in and out of the adult film industry love drugs
and her own firebrand of what it means to live ecstatically pornography keeps getting more extreme
manufacturers defenders and consumers of porn rely on a mix of wilful ignorance and bad faith to avoid
serious discussion when we do talk about violence against women in the porn world the debate all too
often becomes technical complicated by legalities and outrage but what are the moral and psychological
consequences of the mercantilization of abuse in this studied and ruthless examination of the place of
pornography in contemporary life translator and critic adrian nathan west treads dangerous literary
and social ground transcending cliches about free expression and the demands of the market to look at
the moral discomfort of violent pornography from the perspective of the viewer collapsing distinctions
between novel memoir and essay this book will not make for light reading but at its core is an
extraordinarily brave and honest concern for the women and men who have been hurt in the name of sexual
gratification this book investigates how girls automedial selves are constituted and consumed as
literary or media products in a digital landscape dominated by intimate though quite public modes of self
disclosure and pervaded by broader practices of self branding in thinking about how girlhood as a
potentially vulnerable subject position circulates as a commodity girls autobiography media argues
that by using digital technologies to write themselves into culture girls and young women are staking a
claim on public space and asserting the right to create and distribute their own representations of
girlhood their texts in the form of blogs vlogs photo sharing platforms online diaries and fangirl
identities show how they navigate the sometimes hostile conditions of online spaces in order to become
narrators of their own lives and stories by examining case studies across different digital forms of self
presentation by girls and young women this book considers how mediation and autobiographical practices
are deeply interlinked and it highlights the significant contribution girls and young women have made to
contemporary digital forms of life narrative �������������� ���������� ����������������
���� ����������� �������������� ������������� as professoras leila assump��o harris e
maria aparecida andrade salgueiro est�o mais uma vez � frente de uma das iniciativas mais bem sucedidas
destes 30 anos de exist�ncia do programa de p�s gradua��o em letras stricto sensu da universidade do
estado do rio de janeiro a cole��o escritos discentes em literaturas de l�ngua inglesa chegando agora
ao seu d�cimo volume a cole��o consolidou se definitivamente como um meio privilegiado de divulga��o
das pesquisas realizadas pelos mestrandos e doutorandos da especialidade de literaturas de l�ngua
inglesa cuja pujan�a � atestada tanto pela qualidade quanto pela diversidade dos temas recobertos
pelos trabalhos aqui reunidos a hist�ria da s�rie teve in�cio com uma exitosa atividade acad�mica
cultivada por anos pela especialidade a dos semin�rios internos em que os alunos apresentavam o
andamento de seus estudos e eram beneficiados pelos coment�rios cr�ticas e sugest�es de professores e
colegas t�o bem sucedida foi a pr�tica dos simp�sios que ultrapassou os limites da especialidade e
permanece viva hoje nos semin�rios anuais dos alunos no �mbito geral do ppg letras na condi��o de
coordenador atual do programa n�o posso deixar ainda de saudar a publica��o de mais um volume da
s�rie uma vez que ela contempla um dos quesitos de avalia��o mais valorizados pela capes a produ��o
bibliogr�fica de mestrandos e doutorandos louva se nesse sentido n�o apenas a publica��o do livro em si
mas seu processo de elabora��o os cap�tulos supervisionados pelos orientadores valem tamb�m como
um precioso exerc�cio de escrita de futuros artigos destinados aos ve�culos especializados da �rea
resta nos pois apenas desejar uma longa vida � s�rie escritos discentes em literaturas de l�ngua inglesa
j�lio fran�a coordenador geral p�s gradua��o em letras da uerj lynsey g is an intrepid explorer boldly
going where few reporters have gone with such a critical eye deep inside the real world of commercial sex
tina horn host of the why are people into that podcast lynsey g never imagined that she would ever work
in porn but at twenty four years old with a degree in english literature and an empty bank account she
found herself reviewing the film east coast assault for an adult magazine in new york city one interview
later and it was official she was a porn journalist the job was supposed to be temporary just a paycheck
until she could spark her legitimate writing career but she loved it and spent nearly a decade describing
the nuances of money shots and the effectiveness of sex toys as both a porn consumer and a porn critic
she was not quite an insider not quite an outsider but came to know the industry intimately she found it
so fascinating that she co founded whack magazine finally she had a platform to voice her thoughts and
observations of the adult film world as well as educate the rest of us about what really goes on
behind the scenes eventually lynsey was thrust back into the real world but not before realizing that
one of the most diverse and nebulous and profitable industries on the planet isn t so quite as different
from the rest of the world as she thought tantalizing eye opening and witty watching porn is a
provocative book about an average girl s foray into the porn industry and the people who make it what
it is both in front of and behind the camera marvelous the new york times book review ��� ����� ��� ��
���� ��������� ��������� �� ������������� �������������� ���������� ������� �
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������������������� �������������������������� �� unlike other american astronauts
virgil i gus grissom never had the chance to publish his memoirs killed along with his crew in a launch pad
fire on january 27 1967 grissom also lost his chance to walk on the moon and return to describe his
journey others went in his place the stories of the moon walkers are familiar less appreciated are grissom
s contributions the international prestige of winning the moon race cannot be understated and grissom
played a pivotal and enduring role in securing that legacy for the united states indeed grissom was first
and foremost a cold warrior a member of the first group of mercury astronauts whose goal it was to
beat the soviet union into space and eventually to the moon drawing on extensive interviews with fellow
astronauts nasa engineers family members and friends of gus grissom george leopold delivers a
comprehensive and corrective account of grissom s life that places his career in the context of the cold
war and the history of human spaceflight calculated risk the supersonic life and times of gus grissom
adds significantly to our understanding of that tumultuous and ultimately triumphant period in american
history this book describes the development of the scientific article from its modest beginnings to the
global phenomenon that it has become today their analysis of a large sample of texts in french english
and german focuses on the changes in the style organization and argumentative structure of scientific
communication over time they also speculate on the future currency of the scientific article as it enters
the era of the world wide this book is an outstanding resource text in the rhetoric of science and will
stand as the definitive study on the topic bruce hoffman s inside terrorism has remained the seminal work
for understanding the historical evolution of terrorism and the terrorist mind set in this revised third
edition of his classic text hoffman analyzes the latest developments in global terrorism offering insight
into new adversaries motivations strategies and tactics he focuses on the rise of isis and the resilience of
al qaeda terrorist exploitation of the internet and embrace of social media radicalization of foreign
fighters and potential future trends including the repercussions of a post caliphate isis hoffman examines
the demographics of contemporary terrorist leaders and recruits the continued use of suicide bombers and
the likelihood of a chemical biological radiological or nuclear terrorist strike he also considers the
resurgence of violent antigovernment militants including white supremacists and opponents of abortion he
argues that the war on terrorism did not end with osama bin laden s death and that ongoing instability
and strife in syria iraq afghanistan libya and yemen among other places will both sustain terrorist
movements and have broad implications for domestic and international security around the globe sting s
gift for prose and reverence for language nearly the equal of his musical gifts shine on every page even
when broken music addresses the quixotic life of an aspiring rock roller it reads like literature from a
more rarified time when adults didn t condescend to the vulgarities of pop culture rolling stone having
been a songwriter most of my life condensing my ideas and emotions into short rhyming couplets and
setting them to music i had never really considered writing a book but upon arriving at the reflective age
of fifty i found myself drawn for the first time to write long passages that were as stimulating and
intriguing to me as any songwriting i had ever done and so broken music began to take shape it is a book
about the early part of my life from childhood through adolescence right up to the eve of my success
with the police it is a story very few people know i had no interest in writing a traditional
autobiographical recitation of everything that s ever happened to me instead i found myself drawn to
exploring specific moments certain people and relationships and particular events which still resonate
powerfully for me as i try to understand the child i was and the man i became the story of sting s life and
times is told by the singer himself pioneering new zealand poet jan kemp s memoir of her first 25 years is a
vivid and frank account of growing up in the 1950s and of university life in the late 1960s and early
1970s it tracks from an innocent waikato childhood to the seedy flats of auckland where anarchic
student life drugs sexual experimentation and a failing marriage could not keep her away from poetry she
became one of the few young women poets of her era to be allowed into the then male poet club weaving
its own patterns and colours raiment shines a clear eyed light on the heady hedonistic hothouse of our
literary community in the 1970s and reveals what it took back then to be an independent woman
palaeontologist kathryn widd is in the kenyan wild investigating hominid skull fragments she becomes
intrigued by a 1908 safari and the british nobleman who died mysteriously the further she probes the more
deeply she is drawn into past lives and ancient mysterious forces of violence when palaeontologist
kathryn widd is called to the kenyan wilderness to investigate a set of hominid skull fragments she little
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suspects how profoundly the journey will change her as she studies the ancient fossils she becomes
intrigued by the tale of a 1908 safari and the british nobleman who died mysteriously near the site of her
dig the further she probes the more deeply she is drawn into past lives and a world turned upside down by
ancient mysterious forces of violence surrounded only by the vast wasteland of african desert her
forgotten sexuality is gradually reawakened first by marion macmillan the neglected wife of kathryn s
alcoholic colleague then by the mystic nomad daniel tregallion as the academic significance of the findings
begins to attract worldwide attention kathryn finds herself drawn into a vortex of dark passion native
curses and devastating political violence reflections from the heart intimate and provocative an
eclectic assortment of sensitive reflective and occasionally spiritual short stories relates the
experiences of an adventurous seeker and world traveler never a mere spectator of life but always fully
participating l reynolds andiric relays stories of intimate connections with nature and family as well as
memorable exchanges with individuals randomly encountered along lifes way each tale conveys an
insightful experience that broadened not only the authors understanding of earths creaturesanimal as
well as humanbut served to alter how the world is viewed these accounts implore the reader to also
appreciate and preserve the natural world and to cherish honor and respect all of humanity regardless
of our differences poignant humorous contemplativesometimes a bit tense these adventures will leave you
wondering what will be next at least one in five pregnancies ends in miscarriage yet aftercare is rarely
available for those who have experienced it grief unseen explains different kinds of childbearing losses such
as failed fertility treatment ectopic pregnancy and stillbirth and explores their emotional impact on
women and their partners and the process of healing artificial intelligence is going to war intelligent
weapon systems are here today and many more are on the way tomorrow already they re reshaping
conflict from the chaos of battle with pilotless drones robot tanks and unmanned submersibles to the
headquarters far from the action where generals and politicians use technology to weigh up what to do
ai changes how we fight and even how likely it is that we will in battle warbots will be faster more agile
and more deadly than today s crewed weapons new tactics and concepts will emerge with spoofing and
swarming to fool and overwhelm enemies strategies are changing too when will an intelligent machine
escalate and how can it be deterred can robots predict the future and what happens to the art of war as
machines themselves become creative autonomous warfare makes many people uneasy an international
campaign against killer robots hopes to ban ai from conflict but the genie is out ai weapons are too
useful for states to outlaw still crafting sensible rules for warbots is possible this fascinating book
shows how it might be done the declamatory return a homeland as a wearying enigma this all makes sense
to me the new zealand that s home to me may be a place of sheep and rugby and number eight wire whatever
that is but it s also none of those things am i still a new zealander award winning writer paula morris
confronts long standing fears of what it means to return home is ambition and adventure being traded for
a forever home of commitments and compromises will she still belong and will the belonging impose its own
restrictions seeking answers in the words of writer exiles morris s returning takes us back to her
childhood streets and ancestral voyages and on beyond to the lost new zealand worlds of her writing a
memoir that is at once a self portrait a hymn to a vanishing new zealand and a record of a varied cast of
influential people a young man leaves home a deckhand on a norwegian freighter to travel the world he
returns to new zealand changed almost beyond recognition along the way he meets nine people who
influence his life and help make him the writer he becomes james mcneish s touchstones has a cast of
characters who include the mother courage of the english theatre an anti mafia reformer in sicily a kanak
revolutionary who is assassinated a rejected cousin and mr punch in naval uniform the new zealand poet
denis glover all are larger than life some of them like the author s mysterious maori aunt are good
enough to bottle the book is witty poignant and in the words of its editor emma neale rich in astonishing
anecdote
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Girlvert

2011

an explicit look into the world of porn from a woman who was a superstar in the industry small aka
ashley blue weaves through the intricacies of a decade in and out of the adult film industry love drugs
and her own firebrand of what it means to live ecstatically

The Aesthetics of Degradation

2016-06-14

pornography keeps getting more extreme manufacturers defenders and consumers of porn rely on a mix of
wilful ignorance and bad faith to avoid serious discussion when we do talk about violence against
women in the porn world the debate all too often becomes technical complicated by legalities and
outrage but what are the moral and psychological consequences of the mercantilization of abuse in this
studied and ruthless examination of the place of pornography in contemporary life translator and critic
adrian nathan west treads dangerous literary and social ground transcending cliches about free
expression and the demands of the market to look at the moral discomfort of violent pornography from
the perspective of the viewer collapsing distinctions between novel memoir and essay this book will not
make for light reading but at its core is an extraordinarily brave and honest concern for the women and
men who have been hurt in the name of sexual gratification

Girls, Autobiography, Media

2018-04-05

this book investigates how girls automedial selves are constituted and consumed as literary or media
products in a digital landscape dominated by intimate though quite public modes of self disclosure and
pervaded by broader practices of self branding in thinking about how girlhood as a potentially
vulnerable subject position circulates as a commodity girls autobiography media argues that by using
digital technologies to write themselves into culture girls and young women are staking a claim on
public space and asserting the right to create and distribute their own representations of girlhood their
texts in the form of blogs vlogs photo sharing platforms online diaries and fangirl identities show how
they navigate the sometimes hostile conditions of online spaces in order to become narrators of their own
lives and stories by examining case studies across different digital forms of self presentation by girls and
young women this book considers how mediation and autobiographical practices are deeply interlinked and
it highlights the significant contribution girls and young women have made to contemporary digital forms
of life narrative
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Escritos discentes em literaturas de l�ngua inglesa

2017-06-06

as professoras leila assump��o harris e maria aparecida andrade salgueiro est�o mais uma vez � frente
de uma das iniciativas mais bem sucedidas destes 30 anos de exist�ncia do programa de p�s gradua��o em
letras stricto sensu da universidade do estado do rio de janeiro a cole��o escritos discentes em
literaturas de l�ngua inglesa chegando agora ao seu d�cimo volume a cole��o consolidou se
definitivamente como um meio privilegiado de divulga��o das pesquisas realizadas pelos mestrandos e
doutorandos da especialidade de literaturas de l�ngua inglesa cuja pujan�a � atestada tanto pela
qualidade quanto pela diversidade dos temas recobertos pelos trabalhos aqui reunidos a hist�ria da
s�rie teve in�cio com uma exitosa atividade acad�mica cultivada por anos pela especialidade a dos
semin�rios internos em que os alunos apresentavam o andamento de seus estudos e eram beneficiados pelos
coment�rios cr�ticas e sugest�es de professores e colegas t�o bem sucedida foi a pr�tica dos simp�sios
que ultrapassou os limites da especialidade e permanece viva hoje nos semin�rios anuais dos alunos no
�mbito geral do ppg letras na condi��o de coordenador atual do programa n�o posso deixar ainda de
saudar a publica��o de mais um volume da s�rie uma vez que ela contempla um dos quesitos de
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avalia��o mais valorizados pela capes a produ��o bibliogr�fica de mestrandos e doutorandos louva se
nesse sentido n�o apenas a publica��o do livro em si mas seu processo de elabora��o os cap�tulos
supervisionados pelos orientadores valem tamb�m como um precioso exerc�cio de escrita de futuros
artigos destinados aos ve�culos especializados da �rea resta nos pois apenas desejar uma longa vida �
s�rie escritos discentes em literaturas de l�ngua inglesa j�lio fran�a coordenador geral p�s gradua��o
em letras da uerj

Watching Porn

1845

lynsey g is an intrepid explorer boldly going where few reporters have gone with such a critical eye deep
inside the real world of commercial sex tina horn host of the why are people into that podcast lynsey g
never imagined that she would ever work in porn but at twenty four years old with a degree in english
literature and an empty bank account she found herself reviewing the film east coast assault for an
adult magazine in new york city one interview later and it was official she was a porn journalist the job
was supposed to be temporary just a paycheck until she could spark her legitimate writing career but she
loved it and spent nearly a decade describing the nuances of money shots and the effectiveness of sex toys
as both a porn consumer and a porn critic she was not quite an insider not quite an outsider but came to
know the industry intimately she found it so fascinating that she co founded whack magazine finally she
had a platform to voice her thoughts and observations of the adult film world as well as educate the
rest of us about what really goes on behind the scenes eventually lynsey was thrust back into the real
world but not before realizing that one of the most diverse and nebulous and profitable industries on the
planet isn t so quite as different from the rest of the world as she thought tantalizing eye opening and
witty watching porn is a provocative book about an average girl s foray into the porn industry and the
people who make it what it is both in front of and behind the camera marvelous the new york times book
review

The works of Beaumont & Fletcher, with notes and a memoir by A.
Dyce

1845
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The Works of Beaumont and Fletcher; with Notes and a Biographical
Memoir by Alexander Dyce

2023-04-28
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The novels of Tobias Smollett. To which is prefixed, a memoir of the
life of the author [by sir W. Scott

1997-07-01
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南北戦争直前のアメリカ北東部 カナダ南東部を列車と蒸気船で旅する 19世紀 女性独りで世界の辺境を歩き回り 日本を含む多くの旅行記を残したイザベラ バー
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unlike other american astronauts virgil i gus grissom never had the chance to publish his memoirs killed
along with his crew in a launch pad fire on january 27 1967 grissom also lost his chance to walk on the
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moon and return to describe his journey others went in his place the stories of the moon walkers are
familiar less appreciated are grissom s contributions the international prestige of winning the moon race
cannot be understated and grissom played a pivotal and enduring role in securing that legacy for the
united states indeed grissom was first and foremost a cold warrior a member of the first group of
mercury astronauts whose goal it was to beat the soviet union into space and eventually to the moon
drawing on extensive interviews with fellow astronauts nasa engineers family members and friends of gus
grissom george leopold delivers a comprehensive and corrective account of grissom s life that places his
career in the context of the cold war and the history of human spaceflight calculated risk the
supersonic life and times of gus grissom adds significantly to our understanding of that tumultuous and
ultimately triumphant period in american history

��������/����������

2018-09

this book describes the development of the scientific article from its modest beginnings to the global
phenomenon that it has become today their analysis of a large sample of texts in french english and
german focuses on the changes in the style organization and argumentative structure of scientific
communication over time they also speculate on the future currency of the scientific article as it enters
the era of the world wide this book is an outstanding resource text in the rhetoric of science and will
stand as the definitive study on the topic

U & I

1875

bruce hoffman s inside terrorism has remained the seminal work for understanding the historical evolution
of terrorism and the terrorist mind set in this revised third edition of his classic text hoffman analyzes
the latest developments in global terrorism offering insight into new adversaries motivations strategies
and tactics he focuses on the rise of isis and the resilience of al qaeda terrorist exploitation of the
internet and embrace of social media radicalization of foreign fighters and potential future trends
including the repercussions of a post caliphate isis hoffman examines the demographics of contemporary
terrorist leaders and recruits the continued use of suicide bombers and the likelihood of a chemical
biological radiological or nuclear terrorist strike he also considers the resurgence of violent
antigovernment militants including white supremacists and opponents of abortion he argues that the war
on terrorism did not end with osama bin laden s death and that ongoing instability and strife in syria iraq
afghanistan libya and yemen among other places will both sustain terrorist movements and have broad
implications for domestic and international security around the globe

Saturday Review

1895

sting s gift for prose and reverence for language nearly the equal of his musical gifts shine on every page
even when broken music addresses the quixotic life of an aspiring rock roller it reads like literature from a
more rarified time when adults didn t condescend to the vulgarities of pop culture rolling stone having
been a songwriter most of my life condensing my ideas and emotions into short rhyming couplets and
setting them to music i had never really considered writing a book but upon arriving at the reflective age
of fifty i found myself drawn for the first time to write long passages that were as stimulating and
intriguing to me as any songwriting i had ever done and so broken music began to take shape it is a book
about the early part of my life from childhood through adolescence right up to the eve of my success
with the police it is a story very few people know i had no interest in writing a traditional
autobiographical recitation of everything that s ever happened to me instead i found myself drawn to
exploring specific moments certain people and relationships and particular events which still resonate
powerfully for me as i try to understand the child i was and the man i became

Dictionary of National Biography

1895

the story of sting s life and times is told by the singer himself
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DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY

2016-06-15

pioneering new zealand poet jan kemp s memoir of her first 25 years is a vivid and frank account of growing
up in the 1950s and of university life in the late 1960s and early 1970s it tracks from an innocent
waikato childhood to the seedy flats of auckland where anarchic student life drugs sexual
experimentation and a failing marriage could not keep her away from poetry she became one of the few
young women poets of her era to be allowed into the then male poet club weaving its own patterns and
colours raiment shines a clear eyed light on the heady hedonistic hothouse of our literary community in
the 1970s and reveals what it took back then to be an independent woman

Calculated Risk

1990

palaeontologist kathryn widd is in the kenyan wild investigating hominid skull fragments she becomes
intrigued by a 1908 safari and the british nobleman who died mysteriously the further she probes the more
deeply she is drawn into past lives and ancient mysterious forces of violence when palaeontologist
kathryn widd is called to the kenyan wilderness to investigate a set of hominid skull fragments she little
suspects how profoundly the journey will change her as she studies the ancient fossils she becomes
intrigued by the tale of a 1908 safari and the british nobleman who died mysteriously near the site of her
dig the further she probes the more deeply she is drawn into past lives and a world turned upside down by
ancient mysterious forces of violence surrounded only by the vast wasteland of african desert her
forgotten sexuality is gradually reawakened first by marion macmillan the neglected wife of kathryn s
alcoholic colleague then by the mystic nomad daniel tregallion as the academic significance of the findings
begins to attract worldwide attention kathryn finds herself drawn into a vortex of dark passion native
curses and devastating political violence

���������

2002-04-11

reflections from the heart intimate and provocative an eclectic assortment of sensitive reflective and
occasionally spiritual short stories relates the experiences of an adventurous seeker and world
traveler never a mere spectator of life but always fully participating l reynolds andiric relays stories
of intimate connections with nature and family as well as memorable exchanges with individuals randomly
encountered along lifes way each tale conveys an insightful experience that broadened not only the
authors understanding of earths creaturesanimal as well as humanbut served to alter how the world is
viewed these accounts implore the reader to also appreciate and preserve the natural world and to
cherish honor and respect all of humanity regardless of our differences poignant humorous
contemplativesometimes a bit tense these adventures will leave you wondering what will be next

Communicating Science

2017-09-05

at least one in five pregnancies ends in miscarriage yet aftercare is rarely available for those who have
experienced it grief unseen explains different kinds of childbearing losses such as failed fertility treatment
ectopic pregnancy and stillbirth and explores their emotional impact on women and their partners and the
process of healing

Inside Terrorism

1897

artificial intelligence is going to war intelligent weapon systems are here today and many more are on the
way tomorrow already they re reshaping conflict from the chaos of battle with pilotless drones robot
tanks and unmanned submersibles to the headquarters far from the action where generals and politicians
use technology to weigh up what to do ai changes how we fight and even how likely it is that we will in
battle warbots will be faster more agile and more deadly than today s crewed weapons new tactics and
concepts will emerge with spoofing and swarming to fool and overwhelm enemies strategies are changing
too when will an intelligent machine escalate and how can it be deterred can robots predict the future
and what happens to the art of war as machines themselves become creative autonomous warfare makes
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many people uneasy an international campaign against killer robots hopes to ban ai from conflict but the
genie is out ai weapons are too useful for states to outlaw still crafting sensible rules for warbots is
possible this fascinating book shows how it might be done

British Musical Biography

1875

the declamatory return a homeland as a wearying enigma this all makes sense to me the new zealand that
s home to me may be a place of sheep and rugby and number eight wire whatever that is but it s also none
of those things am i still a new zealander award winning writer paula morris confronts long standing
fears of what it means to return home is ambition and adventure being traded for a forever home of
commitments and compromises will she still belong and will the belonging impose its own restrictions
seeking answers in the words of writer exiles morris s returning takes us back to her childhood streets
and ancestral voyages and on beyond to the lost new zealand worlds of her writing

The Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science and Art

2009-10-14

a memoir that is at once a self portrait a hymn to a vanishing new zealand and a record of a varied cast
of influential people a young man leaves home a deckhand on a norwegian freighter to travel the world he
returns to new zealand changed almost beyond recognition along the way he meets nine people who
influence his life and help make him the writer he becomes james mcneish s touchstones has a cast of
characters who include the mother courage of the english theatre an anti mafia reformer in sicily a kanak
revolutionary who is assassinated a rejected cousin and mr punch in naval uniform the new zealand poet
denis glover all are larger than life some of them like the author s mysterious maori aunt are good
enough to bottle the book is witty poignant and in the words of its editor emma neale rich in astonishing
anecdote

Broken Music

2003

Broken Music

2022-04-07

Raiment

1998-06-01

The Hanging Tree

1914

Poems Published in 1842

2014-03-28

Living with Heart

2006
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Grief Unseen

2021-12-01

I, Warbot

2015-05-04

On Coming Home

2012-07-06

Touchstones
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